Studies have shown that the length-tension (L-T) relationships in airway and vascular smooth muscles are dynamic and can adapt to length changes over a period of time. Our prior studies have shown that the passive L-T relationship in rabbit detrusor smooth muscle (DSM) is also dynamic and that DSM exhibits adjustable passive stiffness (APS) characterized by a passive L-T curve that can shift along the length axis as a function of strain history and activation history. The present study demonstrates that the active L-T curve for DSM is also dynamic and that the peak active tension produced at a particular muscle length is a function of both strain and activation history. More specifically, this study reveals that the active L-T relationship, or curve, does not have a unique peak tension value with a single ascending and descending limb, but instead reveals that multiple ascending and descending limbs can be exhibited in the same DSM strip. This study also demonstrates that for DSM strips not stretched far enough to reveal a descending limb, the peak active tension produced by a maximal KCl-induced contraction at a short, passively slack muscle length of 3 mm was reduced by 58.6 Ϯ 4.1% (n ϭ 15) following stretches to and contractions at threefold the original muscle length, 9 mm. Moreover, five subsequent contractions at the short muscle length displayed increasingly greater tension; active tension produced by the sixth contraction was 91.5 Ϯ 9.1% of that produced by the prestretch contraction at that length. Together, these findings indicate for the first time that DSM exhibits length adaptation, similar to vascular and airway smooth muscles. In addition, our findings demonstrate that preconditioning, APS and adaptation of the active L-T curve can each impact the maximum total tension observed at a particular DSM length.
bladder; lower urinary tract; smooth muscle mechanics; length adaptation; preconditioning; strain softening; adjustable passive stiffness; passive force; active force BLADDER SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS can undergo a sevenfold length change during filling (47) and must be prepared to contract efficiently and void throughout this range. How the bladder prepares and positions its actomyosin cross bridges to contract efficiently over this broad length range during the filling phase remains to be determined. Uvelius (47, 48) and Longhurst et al. (27) showed that detrusor smooth muscle (DSM) produces a nonlinear passive length-tension (L-Tp) curve with greater tension at longer lengths and a somewhat parabolic active L-T (L-Ta) curve with ascending and descending limbs very similar to those produced by striated (15) and other smooth muscles (16, 22, 39) .
The passive and active L-T relationships for skeletal muscle are considered to be static, with a single passive tension value and a single maximum active tension value for each muscle length (15) . Until the 1990s, the L-Tp and L-Ta relationships in smooth muscle were thought to be static, although a few earlier studies showed that Ta and/or Tp at a particular muscle length could differ if tension measurements were made during muscle unloading vs. loading (22, 42) . Beginning in the 1990s, several studies showed that airway and vascular smooth muscles can adapt to changes in muscle length over time, producing shifts in the L-Ta (19, 20, 35) and the L-Tp (29, 49) curves (reviewed in Refs. 4, 5, and 11) . These studies challenge the static model, and several models for length adaptation of the L-Ta relationship in these smooth muscles have emerged (2, 3, 7, 13, 18, 19, 21, 23, 25, 26, 31, 36, 37, 40, 41) . Surprisingly, adaptation of the active L-Ta curve has not been explored in the bladder; however, because the length range over which DSM operates is considerably greater than airway and vascular smooth muscles, it is reasonable to expect that DSM would also undergo length adaptation. The present study examines the L-Ta relationship in DSM and tests the hypothesis that DSM exhibits length adaptation similar to vascular and airway smooth muscles.
In practice, smooth muscle tissues may or may not be preconditioned by cyclic loading and may or may not be actively contracted multiple times at the same muscle length to obtain consistent measurements (14) . Regardless of the initiation procedures, the L-Ta curve is derived by subtraction of the L-Tp curve from the length-total tension (L-Tt) curve, under the assumption that the L-Tp curve is static following preconditioning and multiple contractions at a given muscle length. Preconditioning is characterized by reductions toward a steady state in stiffness with each subsequent loading cycle and has been identified in DSM (28) . One hypothesis put forth to explain preconditioning is that the loss of stiffness is due to strain-induced stress softening, or strain softening, which is an essentially irreversible loss of stiffness due to structural changes (8, 17) .
Our previous studies show that DSM exhibits both reversible, viscoelastic softening and strain softening (43) . The latter is irreversible when cross bridges are not cycling to produce active force because tissues are maintained in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution. However, the decrease in passive stiffness due to strain softening is reversible upon full muscle activation with KCl or carbachol, and activation at shorter muscle lengths restores more stiffness than activation at longer muscle lengths; i.e., the level of stiffness restored depends upon the muscle length at activation (43) . Moreover, restoration of passive stiffness is dependent on RhoA kinase activity (43) . Our studies also demonstrate a "dynamic" L-Tp curve for rabbit DSM that shifts to the right as a result of strain softening and to the left following muscle activation at slack length (44) . Thus rabbit DSM displays passive stiffness that is adjustable because it is dependent on both strain history and muscle activation history, a characteristic we termed adjustable passive stiffness (APS) (45) .
The main objectives of the present study are 1) to test the hypothesis that the L-Ta relationship in rabbit DSM exhibits length adaptation, and 2) to test the hypothesis that preconditioning, APS, and length adaptation each impact the maximum total tension produced at a particular DSM length.
METHODS

Tissue Preparation
All experiments involving animals were conducted within the appropriate animal welfare regulations and guidelines and were approved by the Virginia Commonwealth University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Tissues were prepared as described previously (32, 38) . Whole bladders from adult female New Zealand White rabbits (2-4 kg) were removed immediately after death with an overdose of pentobarbital sodium. Bladders were washed, cleaned of adhering tissues, including fat and serosa, and stored in cold (0 -4°C) normal physiological salt solution (NPSS). Thin strips (ϳ0.2 mm thick) of longitudinal DSM free of underlying urothelium and overlying serosa were cut from the bladder wall above the trigone and close to the dome (upper detrusor) by following the natural bundling clearly demarcated when bladders were in ice-cold buffer, as described previously (33) .
Solutions
NPSS was composed of (in mM) 140 NaCl, 4.7 KCl, 1.2 MgSO 4, 1.6 CaCl2, 1.2 Na2HPO4, 2.0 MOPS (adjusted to pH 7.4 at either 0 or 37°C as appropriate), 0.02 Na2 EDTA, and 5.6 dextrose. A Ca 2ϩ -free solution (0Ca) was NPSS in which CaCl2 was not added. Muscle contractions were induced with NPSS modified to include 110 mM KCl, substituted isosmotically for NaCl (KPSS).
Apparatus and Muscle Strip Setup
Each DSM strip was secured by small clips to a micrometer for manual length adjustments and a force transducer (159901a, Radnoti Glass Technology) to record isometric force. Force signals were digitized (PCI-6034E, National Instruments) and stored electronically for analyses. Each tissue was secured such that its initial (cold) zero preload length was ϳ3 mm and equilibrated in aerated NPSS at 37°C in a water-jacketed tissue bath for 45 min to permit development of spontaneous contractile rhythm.
Active and Passive Tension Measurements
Following equilibration, DSM strips were subjected to one of four L-T curve or adaptation protocols that are described below in L-T Curve Protocols. Each of these protocols involved passive and total tension measurements, and Fig. 1A is a sketch that shows the measurement protocol that was performed at each muscle length. DSM strips were incubated for 2 min in 0Ca to eliminate spontaneous contractile rhythm (active tone) (24) , stretched or released to the muscle length of interest if necessary, and incubated for an additional 2 min in 0Ca, incubated in NPSS for 3 min, and then incubated in KPSS for 1 min to induce a contraction. Additional time in the protocol (several seconds), not shown in Fig. 1A , was used to change solutions in the four-bath apparatus and to stretch the muscle strips.
We have previously shown that stress relaxation in a DSM strip can take an hour or more to approach equilibrium (45) . Our primary objective was not to determine a fully stress-relaxed Tp value but rather to obtain a reliable measure of Tp at the time of activation, regardless of whether the tissue had completely stress-relaxed to a minimum Tp value. Therefore, Tp was measured immediately before stimulation with KPSS. The time for each segment of the protocol in Fig. 1A was selected to provide the tissues with time to stress-relax toward (but not always completely to) a steady-state value and to enable the complete experiment to be performed in a reasonable amount of time. Tension data for a pair of DSM strips are provided in Fig. 1B to illustrate the protocol. Strip 1 (black line) exhibited less tension in NPSS than in 0Ca, indicating additional stress relaxation while in NPSS. In contrast, the spontaneous contractile rhythm exhibited by strip 2 (gray line) resulted in greater tension in NPSS than in 0Ca, indicating that active tone exceeded any additional stress relaxation while in NPSS. To account for the potential for tension development while tissues were incubated in NPSS, "passive" tension was taken as the lowest value either in NPSS or 0Ca (Fig. 1A) . Ta was calculated by subtracting Tp from Tt, the peak total KCl-induced tension. The typical sample data in Fig. 1B demonstrate that Tp should be measured during incubation in 0Ca to eliminate active tone and that 2 min in 0Ca and 3 min in NPSS appear sufficient to allow stress relaxation to achieve a pseudo-steady state.
To determine whether tissues contracted more forcefully when exposed to NPSS, compared with 0Ca, before stimulation with KPSS, we measured Tp and Ta for three isometric contractions performed at 9 mm using the timing from Fig. 1 ; however, NPSS was replaced with 0Ca before first and third contractions. Therefore, the DSM strips were incubated in 0Ca for 7 min total before the first and third Fig. 1 . A: tension measurement protocol diagram. Detrusor smooth muscle (DSM) strips were incubated for 2 min in 0Ca, stretched or released to the muscle length of interest, if necessary; incubated for an additional 2 min in 0Ca; incubated in normal physiological salt solution (NPSS) for 3 min, and then incubated in NPSS modified to include 110 mM KCl, substituted isosmotically for NaCl (KPSS) for 1 min to induce a contraction. "Passive" tension (Tp) was taken to be the lower value of either the final tension in NPSS (Tp1, path 1, solid line) or, if active tension developed during the 3-min period in NPSS, the final tension in 0Ca (Tp2, path 2, dashed line). Active tension (Ta1 or Ta2) was calculated by subtracting the passive tension (either Tp1 or Tp2) from the peak total KPSS-induced tension (Tpeak). B: tension data from 2 DSM strips illustrating the tension measurement protocol. Strip 1 (black line) exhibited less tension in NPSS (F) than in 0Ca (C), while strip 2 (gray line) exhibited more tension in NPSS (G) than in 0Ca (D) because it developed spontaneous contractile rhythm in NPSS (E).
contractions and in 0Ca for 4 min and then NPSS for 3 min before the second contraction. As shown in Fig. 2A , Tp in NPSS was not significantly different from Tp in 0Ca. However, Ta induced by KPSS following incubation in NPSS was significantly greater than following incubation in 0Ca. Therefore, to achieve maximal KCl-induced contractions in our protocols, we incubated tissues in NPSS for 3 min after exposure to 0Ca and before each contraction. Thus the tension measurement cycle used in all of the L-T protocols in this study consisted of 4 min in 0Ca, 3 min in NPSS, and 1 min in KPSS, as shown in Fig. 1 . The only exception was a protocol variation described in Adaptation of the L-Ta Curve at Lengths Greater Than L o, in which the 4 min in 0Ca was replaced with 4 min in NPSS.
L-T Curve Protocols
Effect of preconditioning on the L-Ta curve. The L-T curve protocol shown in Fig. 3A was designed to test the hypothesis that preconditioning shifts the L-Ta curve. This protocol consists of three series (S1-S3) of five L-T measurements at increasing lengths from 3 to 15 mm. We chose 15 mm as the maximum length because it is fivefold of the initial slack length of 3 mm and incorporates much of the sevenfold-length range over which DSM can operate (47) . Relatively large, 3-mm length steps were used to avoid any potential adaptation due to multiple contractions near the same muscle length (49) . Series S1 was designed to precondition the tissues to the maximum length in the protocol, 15 mm, which we expected to 1) remove any "kinks" in the tissue (12); 2) establish any permanent damage that would occur due to stretching, especially local damage at the clamps; 3) remove the amount of Tp due to APS that would be lost due to strain-softening (44, 45) ; and 4) initiate any length adaptation caused by stretching to the maximum length. Furthermore, we expected that if the L-Ta curve exhibited length adaptation, as in airway and vascular smooth muscles, then stretching to 15 mm in S1 would result in a shift to the right for the L-Ta curves for S2 and S3.
Effect of preconditioning on the L-Tt curve. The L-T curve protocol illustrated in Fig. 4A was designed to determine whether the L-Tt curve shifts due to preconditioning and whether any shift was a result of a change in Tp, Ta, or both. The protocol consisted of two series (S1 and S2) of measurements at lengths between 3 and 11 mm, as shown in Fig. 4A . We took smaller length steps at longer muscle lengths to better identify any peak in the L-Ta curve in this region. We expected to find that changes in both Tp and Ta shifted the L-Tt curve.
Effect of multiple contractions on the L-Ta curve at short lengths. The L-T protocol shown in Fig. 5A was designed to determine whether the reduction in Ta at short muscle lengths following preconditioning identified with a previous protocol ( Fig. 3C and see Effect of Preconditioning on the L-Ta Curve) could be restored by multiple contractions at a short length. This protocol consisted of two series of stretches and tension measurements between 3 and 9 mm (S1 and S2) followed by a series of six tension measurements at 3 mm and for some tissues measurements at 6 and 9 mm (S3). We chose to study length adaptation at a short muscle length, 3 mm, where Tp was relatively small (Fig. 3 , B-E, and see RESULTS) to minimize any changes in Tt due to shifts in the L-Tp curve due to APS. This protocol was designed to determine whether any reduction in Ta at a short length due to preconditioning to a longer length could be restored by multiple contractions at the short length and could therefore be attributed to length adaptation and not to tissue damage.
Effect of multiple contractions vs. time in NPSS on isometric
Ta. An additional protocol was designed to determine whether the increase in Ta during successive isometric contractions on the ascending limb of the L-Ta curve identified with a previous protocol ( Fig. 5B and see Adaptation of the L-Ta curve at Lengths Greater Than L o) could also be achieved by incubating tissues in NPSS for an equivalent period of time. Following an initial contraction at 3 mm, tissues were stretched in 0Ca to 12 mm, and tension measurements were made to determine the Tp/Ta ratio. If necessary, tissue lengths were adjusted and the Tp/Ta ratio was measured again until it was 18 Ϯ 4%, corresponding to the Tp/Ta ratio at the initial optimal tension-generating length (L o) identified using the protocol in Fig. 3A (see Effect of Preconditioning on the Tp/Ta Ratio at Lo). Using this length as a reference length, Lref, tissues were subjected to the protocol in Fig. 6A . To adapt tissues back and forth between Lref and 0.8Lref, control tissues were subjected to three sets of three tension measurement cycles (see Fig. 1A ) at L ref alternated with three sets of four contraction cycles at 0.8Lref (Fig. 6A) . To determine whether tissues would adapt as well during incubation in NPSS as during multiple KClinduced contractions, the first three 8-min tension measurement cycles in the second set of measurements at 0.8L ref (Fig. 6A, points 12-14 , Test) were replaced with an equivalent duration of 24 min of incubation in NPSS. Similarly, the second and third measurement cycles of the final set of measurements at 0.8L ref (Fig. 6A, points 20 and 21, Test) were replaced with 16 min of incubation in NPSS.
Statistics
A one-way analysis of variance with a Student-Newman-Keuls post hoc test or a t-test with the Bonferroni correction was used to determine significance, and the null hypothesis was rejected at P Ͻ 0.05. The population sample size (n value) refers to the number of animals, not the number of tissues. Statistical analyses were performed using Excel (2003, Microsoft) or Prism (5.0, GraphPad Software).
RESULTS
Effect of Preconditioning on the L-Ta Curve
The protocol in Fig. 3A was designed to determine whether the L-Ta curve displays stronger Ta values at short lengths before preconditioning compared with after preconditioning and therefore shifts the L-Ta curve to the right. The L-Ta and L-Tp curves for three series (S1-S3) of five L-T measurements at increasing lengths from 3 to 15 mm are shown in Fig. 3 , B-E. Data were grouped according to the optimal length for contraction, L o1 , corresponding to the optimal (maximum) Ta value, T o1 , for S1. Data for tissues with L o1 values at 6, 9, 12, Therefore, the DSM strips were incubated in 0Ca for 7 min total before the and contractions 1 and 3 (white bars) and in 0Ca for 4 min and then NPSS for 3 min before the contraction 2 (gray bars). Data are normalized to the maximum (optimal) active tension (To) for that tissue (means Ϯ SE; n ϭ 3). *P Ͻ 0.05 compared with 0Ca. and 15 mm are shown separately in Fig. 3 , B-E, respectively. The length axis was intentionally not normalized to L o to demonstrate variability and the challenge of identifying a reference length for a particular muscle strip, especially if the tissue was not preconditioned. These data indicate that although we took great care in hanging the tissue strips to ensure uniformity in muscle strip size and initial length, there was significant variation in L o . This was likely due to several sources: 1) variation in tissue damage during stretching, especially local damage at the tissue clamps; 2) variation in the "kinks" in the tissue established while exposed to cold buffer; 3) variation in the percentage of smooth muscle relative to connective tissue in the muscle strip due to variation between animals or variation in the location from which the strip was excised; and 4) variation in the tension in the strip when it was clamped. Note that Tp was approximately zero at the initial length of 3 mm for all tissues. Ideally, the tissue was just slack, but it could have been slightly over slack or slightly stretched and stress-relaxed, and small differences in the initial degree of stretch when placed in the tissue clips likely would expand to larger differences at longer lengths. This variability increased the challenge of designing and performing experiments; however, in this case the variability enabled us to quantify the effect of preconditioning on strips stretched well beyond the initial L o (Fig. 5, B and C) , just beyond L o (Fig. 5D) , and not quite to L o (Fig. 5E ) using a single protocol. When data from all 12 experiments were grouped together, the resulting curves still display a shift in the L-Ta and L-Tp curves (Fig. 3F) .
In a comparison of S2 to S1 in Fig. 3B for tissues with L o1 at 6 mm, Ta was significantly less at shorter lengths, and T o2 was less than T o1 and was shifted to the right from 6 to 12 mm (L o2 ). Similarly, in a comparison of S2 to S1 in Fig. 3C for tissues with L o1 at 9 mm, Ta was significantly less at shorter lengths, and T o2 was less than T o1 and was shifted to the right from 9 to 12 mm (L o2 ). For tissues with L o1 at 12 mm in Fig.  3D , Ta for S2 was significantly less than Ta for S1 at shorter lengths, and T o2 was shifted to the right from 12 to ϳ15 mm or beyond. However, in contrast to the tissues with L o1 at 6 or 9 mm (Fig. 3, B and C) , Ta at 15 mm for S2 was not significantly different from T o1 at 12 mm (Fig. 3D , n ϭ 4, P Ͼ Fig. 3 . A: length-tension (L-T) curve protocol for tissues that were not preconditioned. Protocol consisted of 3 series (S1-S3) of 5 measurements at increasing lengths from 3 to 15 mm. B-F: L-Ta curves (means Ϯ SE) for S1 (white symbols), S2 (black symbols), and S3 (gray symbols in C only) and corresponding L-Tp curves (S1, , C) . B: L-Ta and L-Tp curves for S1 and S2 for tissues with Lo1 at 6 mm (n ϭ 3). C: L-Ta and L-Tp curves for S1-S3 for tissues with Lo1 at 9 mm (n ϭ 3). D: L-Ta and L-Tp curves for S1 and S2 for tissues with Lo1 at 12 mm (n ϭ 4). E: L-Ta and L-Tp curves for S1 and S2 for tissues with Lo1 Ն15 mm (n ϭ 2). F: L-Ta and L-Tp curves for S1 and S2 for all 12 tissues (n ϭ 12). B-F: *P Ͻ 0.05, Ta for S2 was significantly less than Ta for S1 at that particular length (paired t-test). C: ⌿P Ͻ 0.05, Ta for S3 was significantly less than Ta for S2 at that particular length (paired t-test).
0.05). Furthermore, although Ta was significantly reduced in S2 compared with S1 at all shorter lengths, Ta values produced at the maximum length in the protocol, 15 mm, were not different for S1 and S2, regardless of the L o1 value (Fig. 3,  B-D) . Together, the data in Fig. 3 , B-E, reveal that preconditioning collapsed the ascending limb of the L-Ta curve when tissues were stretched beyond L o1 and that the farther the tissue was stretched and contracted beyond L o , the greater the increase (rightward shift) in L o2 and the greater the decrease in T o2 . Furthermore, the reduction in Ta due to preconditioning was greater at shorter lengths compared with longer lengths. Most importantly, these data demonstrate that L o can shift significantly upon preconditioning, and therefore preconditioning should be carefully considered during experiment design.
To determine whether a subsequent series of stretches and contractions would reveal additional changes in the L-Ta curves, we examined S3 (Fig. 3C) for tissues with L o1 at 9 mm. In a comparison of S2 with S3 in Fig. 3C , L o was not shifted to a longer length, and compared with the decrease in Ta from S1 to S2 at 3, 6, and 9 mm, the decrease from S2 to S3 was considerably less.
Effect of Preconditioning on the Tp/Ta Ratio at L o
The L-Tp curves for S2 in Fig. 3 , B-D, exhibited a shift to the right compared with S1 that corresponded to the shift in the L-Ta curves. Before preconditioning beyond L o1 in S1, the passive-to-active ratio at L o1 (Tp at To1)/To1 was 18.7 Ϯ 4.0% (n ϭ 10, data from Fig. 3, B-D) . After preconditioning in S2, Tp at L o1 was reduced (Fig. 3, B-D) ; however, because of the shift to the right from L o1 to L o2 and the reduction in Ta from T o1 to T o2 , the passive-to-active ratio at L o2 (Tp at T o2 )/T o2 increased to 39.5 Ϯ 5.0% (n ϭ 6, data from Fig. 3, B and C) . Thus, while Tp at a given length was reduced by preconditioning, the combined shifting of the L-Ta and L-Tp curves due to preconditioning produced a higher Tp/Ta ratio at L o2 .
Effect of Preconditioning on the L-Tt Curve
The L-T curve protocol illustrated in Fig. 4A produced the two L-Tt curves in Fig. 4B . Tt for S2 was significantly lower at each length, revealing that preconditioning from S1 shifted the L-Tt curve for S2 downward and to the right. Ta was reduced more at shorter than longer lengths, while Tp was reduced more at longer than shorter lengths (Fig. 4C) . Thus the change in Tt between S1 and S2 was due to the change in Ta at shorter lengths (Fig. 4E , on the ascending limb of the S1 L-Ta curve in Fig. 4C ) and due to the change in Tp at longer lengths (Fig. 4E , on the descending limb of the S1 L-Ta curve in Fig. 4C) . Figure 4D shows zoomed L-Ta curves from the boxed region of Fig. 4C . In this region, the Ta values at 10.75 and 11 mm for S1 were not different from the corresponding values for S2, indicating that preconditioning did not significantly alter Ta near the maximum length in the protocol, 11 mm (Fig. 4D , n ϭ 4, P Ͼ 0.05). However, the second Ta values measured at 10.5 mm (during unloading) were significantly greater than the first (during loading) for both S1 and S2 (Fig. 4D) , forming counterclockwise loops, suggesting adaptation of Ta to that length region. Furthermore, the T o1c and T o2c values at 10.5 mm were not significantly Fig. 4 . A: L-T curve protocol consisting of 2 series measurements (S1 and S2) to determine if the L-Tt curve shifts due to preconditioning. B: L-Tt curves for S1 (solid line, open symbols) and S2 (dashed line, solid symbols). *P Ͻ 0.05 Tt for S2 was significantly less than Tt for S1 at that particular length (paired t-test, n ϭ 4). C and D: full (C) and zoomed (D, box from C) L-Ta curves. Localized peak Ta values for S1 and S2 are labeled To1a (C), To1b (D), and To1c (D) and To2a (C and D), To2b (D), and To2c (D). C: L-Tp curves for S1 (solid line) and S2 (dotted line). *P Ͻ 0.05 Ta for S2 was significantly less than Ta for S2 at a particular length Ͻ9 mm (paired t-test, n ϭ 4). D: at 10.75 and 11 mm, Ta values for S1 were not different from the corresponding values for S2 (paired t-test, P Ͼ 0.05, n ϭ 4). The second Ta values at 10.5 mm were significantly greater than the first for both S1 and S2 (⌿P Ͻ 0.05, paired t-test, n ϭ 4), forming counterclockwise loops (arrow) suggesting adaptation to that length region. E: changes in Tt (solid line), Ta (dashed line), and Tp (dashed-dotted line) between S1 and S2 for lengths between 3 and 10.5 mm. The change in Tt between S1 and S2 was due to the change in Ta at shorter lengths and due to the change in Tp at longer lengths.
Adaptation of the L-Ta Curve at Lengths Greater Than L o
different from the T o1a value at 6 mm (Fig. 4, C and D) , indicating that for both S1 and S2, the tissues were able to adapt back to their initial T o1 values while at 175% of L o1 .
L-Ta Curves with Multiple Ascending and Descending Limbs
In Fig. 4C , the stretches and contractions in S1 produced an L-Ta curve with an ascending limb that reached T o1a at 6 mm and a descending limb between 6 and 10.5 mm. A second ascending limb was produced between 10.5 and 11 mm, with peak T o1b at 11 mm, and a second descending limb was produced during unloading between 11 and 10.5 mm with peak value T o1c at 10.5 mm (Fig. 4D) . Thus the L-Ta curve for S1 has two ascending limbs and two descending limbs. The L-Ta curve for S2 follows a similar pattern with multiple ascending and descending limbs and three peak values, T o2a -T o2c . The presence of multiple ascending and descending limbs indicates that there is not a single, static L-Ta curve for DSM.
Adaptation of the L-Ta curve at Lengths Less Than L o
Data from tissues subjected to the L-T protocol in Fig. 5A were categorized according to the shape of the L-Ta curve produced by S1. Data for tissues producing at least 10% greater Ta at 9 than at 6 mm during S1 are shown in Fig. 5B and were categorized as tissues with a "more steep ascent 6 -9 mm." Data for tissues producing Ͻ10% greater Ta at 9 than at 6 mm during S1 are shown in Fig. 5C and were categorized as tissues with a "less steep ascent 6 -9 mm." Data for tissues producing greater Ta at 6 than at 9 mm during S1 are shown in Fig. 5D and were categorized as tissues with a "descent 6 -9 mm." Finally, data from a protocol in which 0Ca was replaced with NPSS are shown in Fig. 5E and categorized as tissues with an "ascent 6 -9 mm, no 0Ca."
For each of the four categories, Ta for contraction 8 was significantly less than Ta for contraction 2 at 3 mm (Fig. 5F , compare data points 2 and 8 for each category), following the stretches to and contractions at 6 and 9 mm (Fig. 5A, points  3-7) . For tissues not stretched to the descending limb of the L-Ta curve, Ta at 3 mm was reduced by 55.8 Ϯ 4.9% for the more steep ascent group and by 62.9 Ϯ 7.2% for the less steep ascent group following the stretches to and contractions at 6 and 9 mm (Fig. 5F, compare data points 2 and 8) . For the two ascent groups combined, Ta at 3 mm was reduced by 58.6 Ϯ 4.1% (n ϭ 15). For tissues stretched to the descending limb of the L-Ta curve, Ta was reduced by 84.5 Ϯ 2.8% at 3 mm, following the stretches to and contractions at 6 and 9 mm (Fig.  6F, compare data points 2 and 8) . 5 . A: protocol to identify adaptation of the L-Ta curve at 3 mm consisting of 2 series of stretches and tension measurements between 3 and 9 mm (S1 and S2) followed by a series of 6 tension measurements at 3 mm and for some tissues measurements at 6 and 9 mm (S3). B-D: L-Ta (solid lines) and L-Tp (dotted lines) curves for S1 (diamonds), S2 (triangles), and S3 (squares) (ϮSE at 6 and 9 mm). Data were categorized according to the shape of the L-Ta curve produced by S1 and normalized to Ta_max. B: data for tissues producing at least 10% greater Ta at 9 than at 6 mm during S1 were categorized as tissues with a "more steep ascent 6 -9 mm" (n ϭ 9 for data points 1-13 and n ϭ 8 for data points 14 and 15). C: data for tissues producing Ͻ10% greater Ta at 9 than at 6 mm during S1 were categorized as tissues with a "less steep ascent 6 -9 mm" (n ϭ 6, data points 1-13 only). D: data for tissues producing greater Ta at 6 than at 9 mm during S1 were categorized as tissues with a "descent 6 -9 mm" (n ϭ 5 for data points 1-13 and n ϭ 3 for data points 14 and 15). D: data for tissues incubated in NPSS for 7 min during each tension measurement cycle, instead of 4 min in 0Ca and 3 min in NPSS (see were categorized as tissues with an "ascent 6 -9 mm, no 0Ca" (n ϭ 4). F: Ta values (ϮSE) for contractions at 3 mm, corresponding to the data in B-E, for S1 (dark gray), S2 (white), and S3 (light gray), along with the increase in Ta from contractions 8 to 13 (T_adapt, "13-8", calculated as Ta for 13 minus Ta for 8). F: * NS indicates whether Ta for contraction 8 or 13 at 3 mm was (*) or was not (NS) significantly different from the Ta value for contraction 2 at 3 mm for that category (ANOVA, Newman-Keuls multiple comparison test), and ⌿ indicates T_adapt ("13-8") was not different from T_adapt for the other categories (ANOVA, Newman-Keuls multiple comparison test).
For each of the four categories, the multiple contractions at 3 mm in S3 produced increasingly greater Ta (Fig. 5F , data points 8 -13) . For the more steep ascent group, Ta produced by the sixth consecutive contraction at 3 mm reached 103.3 Ϯ 12.3% of, and was not significantly different from, the second prestretch contraction at that length (Fig. 5F , compare data points 2 and 13). For the less steep ascent group, Ta produced by the sixth consecutive contraction at 3 mm reached 73.9 Ϯ 10.8% of the second prestretch contraction at that length (Fig.  5F , compare data points 2 and 13). For the two ascent groups combined, the sixth contraction in S3 produced 91.5 Ϯ 9.1% of the Ta produced by the second prestretch contraction at 3 mm in S1. Together, these data show that multiple contractions at 3 mm enabled Ta to adapt to a greater value and in some cases back to its prestretch value at that length.
For tissues stretched to the descending limb of the L-Ta curve, multiple contractions at 3 mm enabled Ta to adapt, but Ta only returned to 47.8 Ϯ 7.2% of the prestretch Ta value at that length by the sixth contraction (Fig. 5F , descent 6 -9 mm, compare data points 2 and 13). However, the level of adaptation of Ta for S3, T_adapt [(Ta of first minus Ta of last contraction in S3)/Ta_max)] was not significantly different for the four categories ("13-8", Fig. 5F ). These results indicate that a significant portion of the change in Ta at short lengths due to preconditioning was due to adaptation and not irreversible tissue damage. Furthermore, the adaptation could be reversed by KCl-induced contractions at a short length. Finally, replacing 0Ca with NPSS in the protocol did not change the trends in the data (Fig. 5, E and F, Ascent 6 -9 mm, no 0Ca), indicating that adaptation was not an artifact of the 0Ca solution.
Effect of Multiple Contractions vs. Time in NPSS on Isometric Ta
Following the determination of a reference length (11.66 Ϯ 0.10 mm, means Ϯ SE, n ϭ 9) at which the Tp/Ta ratio (18.4 Ϯ 0.7%, range 15-22%) corresponded to the Tp/Ta ratio at L o1 for the data in Fig. 3 (18.7 Ϯ 4% , see Effect of Preconditioning on the Tp/Ta Ratio at L o ), tissues were subjected to the protocol in Fig. 6A to determine whether Ta adapted as much during incubation in NPSS as during multiple KCl-induced contractions. Ta increased during initial control contractions in both the test and control groups (8 vs. 5, *). However, Ta did not increase following incubation in NPSS for 24 min (Fig. 6B,  15 vs. 5, test) but did increase following three isometric contractions (Fig. 6B, 15 vs. 12 and 5, control). The degree of adaptation for control tissues was 17.5 Ϯ 2.6 and 15.1 Ϯ 1.7%, respectively, for the first and third sets of contractions at 0.8L ref (Fig. 6C, 8Ϫ5 and 22Ϫ19 ). Although the average value of Ta increased following 16 min in NPSS, this apparent increase was not statistically significant (Fig. 6B, 22 vs. 5). Moreover, the degree of adaptation following 16 min in NPSS was not greater than zero (Fig. 6C, 22Ϫ5, test) . These results show that 16 -24 min of incubation in NPSS did not, whereas three KCl-induced contractions did, permit tissues to adapt at 0.8L ref .
DISCUSSION
L-T Curves From Other Studies
In Fig. 7A , L-Ta and L-Tp curves from the present study were compared with curves approximated from studies by Uvelius (47) and Longhurst et al. (27) and normalized to T o and L o . When normalized to T o1 and L o1 , our data from S1 in Fig. 3C (Fig. 7A, }) were consistent with those of Uvelius (squares) and those of Longhurst et al. (circles) .
In Fig. 7B , the data from S1 and S2 in Fig. 3C were normalized to T o1 and L o1 (S1, }; S2, F), and the L-Ta and L-Tp curves for S2 were clearly shifted to the right compared with S1, as previously described. However, when the data from S2 were normalized to T o2 and L o2 (Fig. 7B, OE) , they were much more consistent with the data from S1 (}) and the data from other studies in Fig. 7A . Furthermore, when normalized to T o1 and L o1 , the ascending limb of the S2 L-Ta curve was less steep compared with that the S1 curve, but when normalized to T o2 and L o2 , the ascending limb of the S2 L-Ta curve was more steep than that of the S1 curve. Thus, if the data in S1 were not recorded, as might be the case if tissues were preconditioned before the L-Ta curve was produced, then only the data from S2 would have been observed, and the significant shift from the S1 curve to the S2 curve (Fig. 7B , compare circles to triangles) would not have been observed. Moreover, if normalized to L o and T o , the S2 curve would appear consistent with tissues that were not preconditioned, S1, and the effect of preconditioning would be missed (compare triangles to diamonds). Three key observations from these comparisons are that 1) DSM strips clearly produce an L-Ta curve with ascending and descending limbs, 2) a single DSM strip can produce two very different L-Ta curves, and 3) normalization of the L-Ta curve to L o and T o may hide important characteristics, like length adaptation, by making two very different curves appear similar.
Shifting of the L-Ta and L-Tp Curves due to Preconditioning, APS, and Length Adaptation
One important contribution provided by our current study is strong evidence that the L-Ta relationship in DSM can best be described by a series of curves over a broad range of muscle lengths (see Fig. 3C ) rather than by a unique parabolic curve. We believe that this is the first study to identify length adaptation of the L-Ta curve in DSM. The data in Figs. 3, B-D , and 4C show that the L-Ta and L-Tp curves shifted down and to the right following a series of contractions at progressively longer lengths, indicating that preconditioning caused the L-T curves to shift to longer lengths. These data also indicate that the farther a tissue strip was stretched beyond L o , the greater the shift in the L-Ta curve (compare Figs. 3, B with D, and 5 , B with D), but if a tissue strip was not stretched beyond L o , there was no significant change in Ta at intermediate lengths (Fig. 5B , Ta at 6 mm, n ϭ 8, P Ͼ 0.05; and trend in Fig. 3E ). Our results in Fig. 4E demonstrate a decrease in Tt at short lengths that was due to a decrease in Ta upon preconditioning, and Fig. 5 , B-F, shows that at least some of this decrease in Ta could be reversed by adaptation resulting from one or more additional contractions at that short length. Neither the increase in Ta at 3 mm (Fig. 5, B-F) nor the decrease in Ta at 3 mm following preconditioning (Figs. 3, B and C, 4C, and 5, B-E) resulted from a decrease in Tp due to stress relaxation across the repeated contraction cycles because Tp was essentially zero at this length and Tp was measured before each contraction. In Fig. 5B , the reduction in Ta at the short length following preconditioning was completely restored, indicating that the reduction was due to adaptation and not irreversible preconditioning. However, for tissues preconditioned beyond the initial L o , the data in Fig. 5D indicate that approximately half of the reduction in Ta upon preconditioning was reversible and attributable to adaptation, while the other half appeared irreversible. Thus preconditioning can induce both a reversible and an irreversible shift in the L-Ta curve. The reversible portion of the rightward shift in the L-Ta curve following preconditioning is due to length adaptation. Moreover, Fig. 4 , C and D, reveals that in addition to the adaptation due to preconditioning in S1, multiple contractions at longer muscle lengths in S2 adapted the optimal length from L o2a to L o2c . In summary, we have identified length adaptation of the L-Ta relationship in DSM which is characterized by a decrease in Ta due to subsequent stretches to and contractions at progressively longer lengths and by an increase in Ta as a result of one or more contractions at or near a particular muscle length.
Another important contribution of this study is evidence that the L-Tt curve is shifted by changes in the L-Tp curve in addition to length adaptation of the L-Ta curve. Figure 4E demonstrates a decrease in Tt at longer lengths that is due to a decrease in Tp resulting from preconditioning. Together, the data in Figs. 3-5 demonstrate that the L-Ta and L-Tp relationships in rabbit DSM are dynamic functions of both strain and activation history.
Choosing a Reference Length for DSM Strips
Given evidence that both the L-Tp and L-Ta curves in DSM are dynamic and can shift as a function of strain and activation history, the choice of a suitable reference length becomes quite challenging. Initially, all tissues in the present study were essentially slack with Tp Ϸ 0 at 3 mm; however, Ta_max occurred at 6 mm in some tissues and at 15 mm or beyond in others (Fig. 3, B-E) . Therefore, passive slack length may not be a suitable reference length. Furthermore, L o shifted from 6 to 11 and then to 10.5 mm in some tissues (Fig. 4, C and D) ; therefore, L o may also not be a suitable reference length. Thus, for studies involving DSM strips, the dynamic nature of the L-Ta and L-Tp curves should be considered when a reference length is chosen. In the present study, we stretched tissues from an initial length of 3 mm to a maximum length of 9 -15 mm and then grouped our data based on trends in the L-Ta curve and the length at which the first peak Ta value was identified. 
Potential Mechanical Models of Length Adaptation in DSM
A number of other models have been developed to account for the dynamic L-T relationship in smooth muscle. Fabry and Fredberg et al. (9, 10, 40, 41) have described smooth muscle as a soft glassy material in which the cytoskeleton can deform, flow, and reorganize. Gunst et al. (18, 19) attributed adaptation to shifting of the sites where actin filaments connect to dense bodies and to actin polymerization. Seow and Ford et al. (31, 37) have developed models in which contractile units are added in series or parallel and a model in which myosin filaments lengthen (13) as a smooth muscle adapts to longer lengths (reviewed in Refs. 3, 5, 11, 34, 36) . In addition, Solway et al. (7) proposed that changes in actin filament length and a parallel-to-series transition of the contractile units contribute to smooth muscle plasticity. Our data in Fig. 3C , which show a shift from a taller, narrower L-T curve to a shorter, wider curve, are consistent with this parallel-to-series model. Furthermore, our data in Figs. 4D, 5 , B-E, and 6B, which show increased Ta at a particular length following multiple contractions at or near that muscle length, are consistent with the formation of additional cross bridges in parallel and with the lengthening of myosin and/or actin filaments. Moreover, our data in Fig. 6B show that 24 min in NPSS were insufficient to adapt Ta, indicating that the KCl-induced contractions, and not time alone, were responsible for length adaptation. Additional studies are necessary to determine the specific mechanisms responsible for length adaptation in DSM.
Potential Clinical Significance
Overactive bladder (OAB) affects 50 -100 million people worldwide, and in the US ranks ahead of diabetes in a list of the 10 most common chronic disorders (1) . OAB is a complex disorder that involves involuntary DSM contractions during bladder filling that may be associated with several different conditions (46) , including accentuated DSM wall stiffness that could trigger urgency or premature voiding (6) . During filling, both passive structures and low-grade rhythmic contractions may contribute to bladder wall tension (30) . We speculate that length adaptation plays a significant role in bladder physiology and that pathological alterations in this system could potentially play a role in bladder disorders. Thus understanding the molecular mechanisms responsible for length adaptation in DSM may provide information essential for the timely discovery of therapies to specifically target OAB and other bladder contractile disorders.
